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Chapter 851 It's Over, Completely Over 

Ma Hong and the others immediately focused their attention on Hogg, because they had thought of 

something through Mike's words. 

Thus, Hogg immediately became the main target. 

"Let's take care of him first and then figure out what's going on." Ma Hong said simply, and the two men 

beside him immediately walked over to Hogg. 

In an instant, Hogg's mournful and terrified wails rang out once more. 

They could also tell that this Hogg fellow had many thoughts in his mind, and was intentionally calling 

out to the other party again. 

Ma Hong looked at Mike and asked teasingly, " "Now you know what I should know, right?" 

Mike's heart trembled when he saw Ma Hong's expression. He subconsciously blurted out, " the things 

are all on the Aegean coast. They were placed in an alloy box and sank into the sea. The specific location 

is east longitude ** north latitude ***! 

After the torture and interrogation just now, his psychological defense had long collapsed. Now, he just 

wanted to confirm his identity as the number one international thief and not be killed as a spy. 

Ma Hong looked straight into Mike's eyes after hearing this. 

Mike shuddered. Hearing Hogg's miserable cry, he blurted out, Switzerland bank, account ***, password 

***, Belgium international Bank, account ***, password **********" 

Mike reported a few international bank accounts. Ma Hong's men had already recorded them in detail 

and handed them to Ma Hong. 

Ma Hong didn't hesitate. He took out his phone and dialed a number, which only had three numbers. 

If an ordinary person were to call this number, it would be impossible to get through. Only a 

communicator with special settings could get through. 

 This was the contact information from the headquarters. 

; Check if there's anyone in the love ocean. Go to the bottom of the ocean at **;;; east longitude and;** 

north latitude to take a look. Also; check; few bank accounts and see how much money they have;; 

ma hong told them the bank accounts that mike had mentioned. 

A moment later, a voice came out of his phone, " "It's been confirmed that there's a lot of money in 

several accounts, no less than 1 billion in total!" 

find a way to transfer the money back, " Ma Hong said. it's Black Gold from an international pirate. 

"Alright!" A crisp and decisive voice came from the phone. 
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"Also, confirm the news from the sea of love as soon as possible." Ma Hong hung up the phone and 

looked at Mike with satisfaction. "You're very honest, very good!" 

Then, Ma Hong looked at Hogg. 

This fellow's matter was the most important right now. 

Seeing this, Mike also breathed a sigh of relief. 

Hogg thought that this was all he had, but in fact, he still had 300 million dollars and a place to hide his 

treasures. As long as he had the chance to live and regain his freedom, he could still live freely. 

After a moment, Hogg's miserable howls stopped. 

This time, he was already trembling. He didn't expect that he would be betrayed by Mike first. 

Seeing Ma Hong walking over, he said without hesitation, " it's a snake's head, a snake's head. I 

accidentally stole it from a rich man's house. It's in the basement of villa xxx on the outskirts of New 

York City. I bought it with someone else's identity. I've only been there once, and no one knows. This 

time, I'm really an assistant. The other party hired a Mike to steal the painting. 

Ma Hong couldn't be bothered to care who the mastermind was. 

He immediately took out his cell phone and called the number he had just called. 

To them, two international thieves didn't mean much, but the things in their hands surprised him. 

Since he had encountered it, he had to deal with it. 

… 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin was a little surprised when he received the news in his sleep. 

he had no idea that such a big thing had happened in the manor. 

The key was that Ma Hong and his men had dealt with the matter too quickly, without alerting anyone 

in the villa. 

to ma hong and the others, the intruders were simply too weak. 

When he arrived at the security room of Linlin villa, Ma Hong had already started to clean up the mess. 

He also saw the two foreigners cuffed in the security room. 

at this moment, the two foreigners seemed to be in a daze, and their expressions seemed to be on the 

verge of collapse. 

"Captain MA, do you know who they are?" qin lin asked ma hong curiously. 

Ma Hong explained, " boss Qin, these two guys are international thieves. One of them is the number one 

international thief, Mike. Someone paid him 50 million USD as a deposit to steal your three paintings. 

"Do you know who's behind this?" Qin Lin immediately frowned. 



Everyone knew the value of these three paintings. Furthermore, there were people from two countries, 

the Western barktooth and the he LAN, who had been trying to buy the paintings of Van Gogh and 

Picasso. 

Therefore, the International thieves might have been hired by these two countries, or by some other 

rich people in or out of the country. 

Some people who had a Special Hobby of collecting famous paintings would really do such a thing. 

When this kind of person saw these three paintings, he would be even more excited than an old pervert 

seeing a peerless beauty. He would even become obsessed with them. 

Ma Hong shook his head. boss Qin, Mike doesn't know who's behind this either. He was recommended 

by a very honest old broker. This kind of old broker only looks at money and doesn't care who the buyer 

is. That's why he's trusted. 

Qin Lin nodded in understanding. "Captain MA, Mike only accepted a deposit of 50 million US dollars, 

right? there should be a balance, right? Is there any way to get Mike to cooperate and disgust the 

person behind this?" 
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Ma Hong nodded. 

Under the current circumstances, the International pirate didn't dare to not cooperate. 

The night passed quickly. 

The next day. 

Ma Hong was in a good mood. 

The headquarters had already confirmed that the location of the treasure mentioned by the two 

international thieves was true. 

It was quite meaningful to bring these things back to China. The black gold from the two international 

thieves had also been transferred through some channels. 

this money was not of little use. 

A vacant office in Linlin villa had also been specially decorated. 

Mike and Hogg were brought here. 

the two of them were originally partners, but now, no matter how they looked at each other, they were 

not pleasing to the eye. 

If it wasn't for this special environment, the two of them might have started fighting. 

"Remember, whether you can save your lives or not will depend on your cooperation this time." Ma 

Hong looked at the two of them coldly. 

The two international thieves hurriedly nodded. 
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Their previous encounter had caused them to feel fear when they looked at Ma Hong and the others. 

A moment later, Qin Lin also came over with three paintings. Beside him were the retired Special Forces 

soldiers who were responsible for protecting him. 

qin lin took out the three paintings in the decorated office. 

Mike and Hogg looked at the three paintings with complicated expressions. 

They had come here to steal the three paintings. Who knew that they would fail? furthermore, they had 

failed inexplicably and miserably. 

Now that these three paintings were placed in front of them, they did not even dare to stretch out their 

hands. 

"Contact the other party!" Ma Hong returned Mike's phone to him. 

The phone had been tested and there was no problem. 

Mike didn't dare to hesitate. He took out his phone and took a careful picture of the three paintings. 

Then, he dialed a one-way contact number. 

This was the number given to him by the middleman. He had contacted him after he had completed the 

mission. 

After this mission, this number would no longer be able to contact anyone. 

Now, he was going to use this number to scam the middleman and the buyer, and he was happy to 

cooperate. 

After all, it was the other party's task that caused him to come to this Scenic Area to steal the painting 

and then step on a mine for someone else, causing him to suffer such a huge setback. 

This was all the other party's fault. 

… 

He LAN. 

In Amsterdam's National Museum. 

After the 50 million USD deposit was sent out, arsda had been waiting for news. To be honest, it was 

impossible for him not to be nervous. 

After all, it was 50 million in public funds. 

If he brought the painting back, he would have made a huge contribution. However, if he didn't get the 

painting back, then the 50 million US dollars would be a big deal. 

However, Van Gogh's painting was worth the gamble. Furthermore, he could get another two paintings. 

When he had Picasso's painting, he could even think of ways to get the money out of the Spanish. 

The key was that there was no risk in asking the number one international thief, Mike, to steal from a 

scenic spot. 



At this moment. 

The Secretary ran in hurriedly and said, " "Mr. Arsda, I have news from Mike." 

"How is it?" asked arsda, standing up immediately. 

"Mike has already sent us a message. He has already stolen the three paintings. He even took a video to 

prove it!" The Secretary hurriedly said. 

As he spoke, the Secretary took out a video and handed it to him. 

The video was very detailed. It could be seen that the painting skills of the three paintings were very 

high. After a while, arsda knew that these were authentic. 

Moreover, if these three different styles of painting were so superb, it was impossible for anyone to 

imitate them in such a short time. 

Even the number one thief in the world, Mike, did not have the time to find such an artist to fake it. 

Therefore, these three paintings could basically be confirmed to be real. 

Mike's reputation as the number one international thief was not for nothing. However, after thinking 

about it, it was not difficult for an international thief to steal something from a scenic spot. 

"Hurry up and get the middleman to urge Mike to send the painting over." Said arsda hurriedly. 

The Secretary was in a difficult position. Sir, the middleman told us that Mike doesn't trust us. He needs 

to transfer another 50 million USD to us before Mike can bring the painting over. 

"I've already transferred 50 million US dollars," said arsda anxiously,"what if the other party doesn't 

bring the painting over if I transfer another 50 million US dollars?" Does Mike think we're stupid?" 

the secretary hurriedly said, " the middleman said that we can rest assured. he has a lot of information 

about mike, which is why he dared to look for mike. if mike doesn't know what's good for him, he has a 

way to get interpol to catch mike and make the other party return the money. he won't ruin his own 

reputation. " 

After hearing this, Asda fell into deep thought. 

As the head of the Amsterdam National Museum, he naturally had connections with the underground 

industry. Many of the National treasures in the museum had been obtained through these channels. 

Therefore, he knew this middleman. He was also from Helan, and he could use the power of the 

government to take him down at any time. 

since the other party dared to guarantee it, he would have to consider whether he should take another 

gamble. 

Looking at the three paintings in the video, arsda finally gritted his teeth and decided to take another 

gamble. It would not be a problem for the Amsterdam Museum to take out another 50 million USD. 

He told his Secretary to keep it a secret until the matter was over, and then transferred 50 million 

dollars to the museum to the middleman. At the same time, he told his Secretary, " I've transferred the 



money over. Get the relevant departments to monitor him closely. If there's anything wrong with Mike, 

immediately control him. 

Now it was about the 100 million US dollars, so he had to be careful. Once Mike's side dared to fight 

back, he had to get Mike's information from the middleman and let the Interpol with connections catch 

him as soon as possible to get the 100 million US dollars back. 
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Otherwise, he wouldn't be able to bear the consequences of the 100 million dollars. 

… 

Linlin Manor. 

Not long after, Ma Hong also found Qin ran and said, " boss Qin, the other party has already transferred 

the remaining 50 million US dollars over. It seems that the other party is really determined to get these 

three paintings. How do you plan to deal with this money, boss Qin? " 

Captain MA, this is stolen money. How you deal with it is your problem. qin lin was not interested in the 

50 million dollars at all. he didn't want to touch this kind of money. he just wanted to disgust the other 

party. 

He wanted to see how the other party would feel when the news of Mike's arrest came out. 

A total of 100 million US dollars was not a small amount of money anywhere. It would make people 

vomit blood if they were to throw it away. 

Ma Hong understood Qin Lin's intention. He went to find Captain Hong and handed Mike and Hogg to 

them. He said seriously, " Captain Hong, I'll leave these two to you City Police. Tell the public that you 

caught the thief who stole the painting and that it has nothing to do with us. 

The capture of two international thieves had to be reported, and at the same time, it was a warning to 

the outside world, so that they would be wary of Linlin Manor. 

however, ma hong and his men, who had taken care of mike and hogg, couldn't be exposed, so the 

credit went to you city's police. 

Captain Hong nodded. He knew that Ma Hong and the others had a special status. Besides, he and the 

people from the county Bureau were very happy that they had gained credit for this. 

Mike was the number one thief in the world. Even the best agents and Interpol couldn't catch him. 

Therefore, two days later, you city's official news instantly swept the internet. 

the number one international thief, Michael Linlin's Manor, was caught stealing a painting. He was 

caught red-handed by the tourism police in the scenic Area! 

The moment this news was released, it instantly attracted everyone's attention. After all, it involved the 

number one international student, so it was not a simple matter. 
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Moreover, there were some capable people on the internet. Soon, some people dug out some 

information about the number one international thief overseas and posted it on the internet. 

This was even more shocking. 

6666, even the International police couldn't catch him, but the tourist police of Linlin villa caught him. 

"The you City Police are awesome!" 

"So, Linlin villa's tourism patrol> police are the elites of the International police?" 

“……” 

This news quickly spread on the internet. It was a slap in the face for many people on the International 

stage, especially the International Criminal Police. 

… 

He LAN. 

Arsda sat in his office, waiting for the middleman's call. 

After transferring another 50 million dollars, he was even more excited about the three paintings. He 

was more convinced that Mike wouldn't dare to trick them. 

just as he was thinking about it, his secretary ran in hurriedly. 

"What do you think?" asked arsda. Is there any news about Mike and the three paintings?" 

The Secretary said anxiously, " Mr. Arsda, something happened. Look at this news. Mike was caught by 

the tourist police when he was stealing the painting. 

"How is that possible?" After hearing the news, arsda could not believe it. didn't Mike contact the 

middleman and send the video of the painting theft? how could he have been caught on the spot when 

he stole the painting? " 

At this point, arsda's eyes widened. 

He immediately guessed that he had been tricked. 

The key was that he had already given out the 100 million US dollars, and Mike had been caught by the 

police of that country. They had no way of catching Mike and getting the money back. 

Perhaps the money had already been confiscated by the police in that country. 

"Quick, control the middle man." Said Alstar anxiously. 

The Secretary's face turned even uglier. the middleman also got the news. He's gone! 

we're done for! hearing this news, arsda's vision went black and he fell back into his chair. 

Chapter 854 You Think Vegetables Are Medicine? 

after the news of the world's number one thief being caught in you city spread internationally, many 

countries 'elite agents and interpol sneered. 
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They didn't believe that the criminal Police of a small county in an Eastern country could catch Mike, the 

number one international thief. They must have made up a fake Mike to attract people's attention. 

They had all personally experienced Mike's power. If Mike was so easy to catch, he would have fallen 

into their hands long ago. 

Moreover, the police of several countries had issued many statements about Mike. 

It basically meant that the Mike caught in the small county in the eastern country was a fake, but 

unfortunately, the other party didn't even have the ability to distinguish between the real and the fake. 

She just didn't want to admit it. Otherwise, wouldn't it mean that their country's police force was far 

inferior to that of the eastern country? 

The police force of a small county was stronger than their elites? 

The Interpol official released a message: We've already locked onto Mike's position, and we've already 

sent out elite agents to capture him. I believe that Mike will be arrested very soon. 

The meaning was obvious. They were still not convinced that the Mike, who was caught stealing the 

painting, was a fake. Moreover, a police officer from one country actually took the fake Mike for real. 

The news naturally spread to the domestic internet, and it was difficult to distinguish whether it was 

true or false. 

Many people began to wonder if the you City Police had made a mistake. 

of course, sometimes facts spoke louder than words, because the national museum in beijing suddenly 

collected a batch of exhibits. 

These exhibits were actually precious antiques and treasures from various countries. There was no lack 

of national treasures from several countries, which were stolen by Mike from the National Museums of 

various countries. Now, they had been found and transported back. 

When these things were displayed, the police and Interpol from all countries were completely 

speechless. 

If Mike had not been caught, how could these things have been found? 

The Interpol officials even hurriedly deleted the previous announcement. 

They were very puzzled. How could Mike, who had been toying with them and making them helpless, be 

caught by the police of a small county in that country? 

Some people even called Mike trash. 

But in the blink of an eye, he felt that something was wrong. 

Mike was a piece of trash. If they couldn't even catch a piece of trash, wouldn't they be even more 

useless? 



Naturally, after the National Museum in the capital displayed those items, the museums in various 

countries also began to send out diplomatic letters, wanting to take back the treasures that belonged to 

their own countries. 

The reason was naturally that Mike had stolen it, so it was considered a thief's property and he had to 

get it back. 

However, the National Museum in the capital had a purpose for displaying these things. 

If it was dirty, then was the thing that the Eight-Nation Alliance had snatched away dirty? 

hence, the attitude of the national museum in beijing was also very clear. they wanted to take back 

those items and exchange them with something else. otherwise, they would just display their items and 

they would display their items. 

While the capital was putting up a Grand display, you City County was also quite lively these days. 

The news that the number one international thief, Mike, had been captured in you city had caused a 

sensation. Therefore, many people wanted to see the face of the number one international thief, Mike. 

mike was now locked up in you city prison, waiting for the court's decision. the fact that a county 

department was doing this made all the relevant departments in the county extremely cautious. 

You city even applied for armed police to help look after Mike. 

After all, he was the number one thief in the world, and even the Interpol could play with him. 

This also made Captain Hong and the Linlin villa's patrolling police very popular, and the Internet was full 

of praise. 

captain hong and the others were naturally bitter. they really didn't catch the person, but they had also 

been instructed or warned not to reveal the truth. they were the ones who caught the person. 

To the outside world, this matter was somewhat legendary. There were even well-known directors who 

had expressed their intention to adapt it and shoot a film. 

Chen Li was also paying attention to this matter in sun Xian's office. 

The two of them were naturally happy to see this. After all, not only would it increase the attention of 

you city, but it was also a good opportunity to promote the security problems of you city. 

But sometimes, good things can't be taken all the time, and there will always be some surprises. You 

Cheng was like that. 

Just as Chen Li was about to leave sun Xian's office, sun Xian's Secretary hurriedly ran in. Sun County, 

Chen County, something has happened. Our you city is on the news again. It's not positive news this 

time. 

"What happened?" sun Xian frowned. 

"It's the county's mobile business Hall that caused the trouble." The Secretary hurriedly took out his 

phone, pulled up the news, and handed it to sun Xian. 



Chen Li also immediately went over and watched the news video. There was a female voice complaining: 

"my mom is no longer around, and i don't even need her mobile number anymore. why should i deduct 

his money? That's why I'm here to help my mom cancel her number." 

 "Also, my mother has already left. The other party asked her to handle the matter personally? How can 

she come?" 

"At that time, I had brought all the documents, including the death certificate and the cremation 

certificate, but the other party said no!" 

"So, I could only bring my mother's ashes here. They said that they couldn't prove whether it was their 

ashes or that they needed to see their real faces!" 

“……” 

When sun Xian and Chen Li saw this news video, they looked at each other. 

Is there something wrong with the people in the mobile business department? 

Wasn't this just looking for trouble? 
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More importantly, this had happened in their you city's business Hall. 

Fortunately, it was also this mobile business Hall that had caused the incident. This incident had nothing 

to do with you Cheng. If it was handled well, they could even get points. 

Thinking of this, sun Xian ordered, " get the Industry and Commerce Bureau to investigate and make the 

mobile business Hall apologize. Also, issue a notice to rectify their training! 

"alright, sun xian!" The Secretary nodded. 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin also found out about what happened at you city's mobile business Hall. 

More importantly, this kind of thing could easily become a hot search. 

However, there were companies like mobile that would do such stupid things like bullying their 

customers. 

these companies seemed to have forgotten which country they were from. those who didn't know 

would think that they were companies from capitalist countries. 

Otherwise, how could such a brainless thing happen? 

More importantly, there were many such f * cking incidents. 

what marriage certificate couldn't prove that they were husband and wife? 

What kind of ID card can't prove that it's you? 

What identification card can't prove that you're an old man? 
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Think about it, What is this? 

Qin Lin put down his phone, feeling frustrated. He didn't have the mood to read other news, so he 

looked at the game screen to see if he could accidentally trigger a plot task. 

It was a pity that he had controlled the game character to wander around the game for a long time, but 

he had not accidentally triggered a plot mission. 

Not long after, Lin Lanzi came with a stack of special introduction information boards: boss, these are all 

the promotional signboards for the new vegetables. They will be put up on the sales counter, and the 

tourists can see the information of the new vegetables clearly at a glance. 

qin lin nodded and took a look at the sign. 

"Category: New okra ()! 

[ product introduction: okra is a type of red mist. This is a new product improved and developed by 

Linlin's laboratory. ] 

Medicinal effects: 1. It has a very strong effect on strengthening yang, kidney, lower breast, and 

drenching!" 

Category: White radish Pixiu " 

category: spinach buns " 

Under normal circumstances, they could not use this method to promote the medicinal effects. It was an 

illegal act. 

However, it was different now. With the results and certificate from the drug Inspection Bureau, there 

was no problem. 

Moreover, at his request, Lin Lanzi also instructed someone to add a star behind the introduction of 

these dishes. 

This represented a quality of 1. 

For example, the cucumber for beautifying purposes had two after the quality of 2. 

"We'll start pushing it out tomorrow!" Qin Lin handed the signs back to Lin Lanzi. 

"Okay, boss!" Lin Lanzi also left Qin Lin's office after receiving the sign. 

… 

Linlin villa's parking lot. 

A car stopped, and a man with a slightly wretched appearance walked out. Eternal looked at the Linlin 

Manor in front of him, and he felt a little emotional. 

Compared to before, there were many more tourists in Linlin villa, and the air was much better, just as 

the internet said. 



"Brother Gu, is this the Linlin Manor?" A woman who was dressed in a haughty manner got down from 

the front passenger seat. The moment she got down from the car, she held onto eternal's arm. "What 

are we going to play later?" 

"Let's register first and put the things in the nuptial chamber!" eternal smiled. 

The woman naturally wasn't his girlfriend, but someone he met at the bar where wang yang had shares 

in. 

The bar was indeed much more fun than before. 

What kind of relationship did he have with this woman? Anyway, when he was bored and lonely, he 

would go to the bar to support the other party, and then find a place to have sex. 

Anyway, he was single and had no girlfriend. He didn't have to be responsible for anyone and he didn't 

have any psychological burden. 

he didn't even know the woman's name. 

this time, she wanted to come to linlin villa to have some fun, but she was too bored to be alone, so she 

brought him along. 

naturally, this was only their current relationship. 

If the other party was willing to turn over a new leaf, then he would consider other things. 

He was currently greatly influenced by Wang Yan, and did not place much importance on this matter. 

Wasn't Wang Yan's wife from the bar? 

Moreover, if you go on a blind date at home, who knows what the other party is doing outside? 

"Brother Gu, what are we going to do after we finish registering?" The woman asked in a sweet voice. 

"I'm just toying with you!" Wangu laughed evilly. 

When the woman heard this, she stretched out her hand and slapped eternal hard on a certain part of 

his body. "brother gu, you're so mean." 

"I'm not as bad as you, always using your mouth to bite people." Eternal ridiculed him and brought the 

woman into the villa. They went to the registration area to register and then went to get the things they 

had reserved. 

After putting the things away, he brought the woman to the various activities in the villa. 

After all, he couldn't just run away in the day. 

When night fell, Wan Gu did not break his promise. He said he wanted to play, and he really wanted to 

play. Moreover, he was having a lot of fun playing with women. 

However, when he woke up the next day, he felt a little sore at his waist. 

He was also woken up by the woman early in the morning, because he had promised her that he would 

go and grab the beauty eggs and cucumbers with her. 



No matter what kind of woman she was, she would be very concerned about her appearance and 

beauty. 

As for the two things like the beauty egg and the beauty cucumber, he had to get up early in the 

morning to grab them, otherwise, he would not be able to get them at all. 

When they arrived at the villa's sales center, eternal and the woman immediately went to the beauty 

egg sales platform and snatched a beauty egg and two beauty cucumbers. 

However, the introduction of this beautiful cucumber was different at this time. Furthermore, he also 

found that there was a special area marked out in the sales center. The words 'high-quality medicinal 

vegetable'. 
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Medicinal vegetables? What was that? 

Wan Gu brought the woman over to the medicinal vegetables area out of curiosity and saw several sales 

platforms in the area, each with a type of vegetable on display. 

These vegetables were also common, such as eggplants, white radishes and spinach. 

Moreover, he had seen these vegetables before. 

However, the introduction next to the vegetable made him stunned. 

[ category: eggplant ] 

[ product introduction: this is a special species of eggplant, Yingying. It's a new product developed by 

Linlin's laboratory. ] 

[ medicinal effect: it's very effective in clearing heat, detoxify, promoting fluid circulation, and reducing 

swelling. it's also very effective in treating high cholesterol. ] 

The introduction on the sign shocked eternal. 

This eggplant was a vegetable, not a medicine, right? 

Moreover, high cholesterol was a very common disease in the elderly, and many elderly people had to 

take related blood-lipid drugs for treatment. 

Otherwise, high cholesterol was very dangerous, and it was easy to get blocked by cardiovascular 

diseases and brain infarction. 

Many blood-lipid drugs on the market could only treat the symptoms but not the root cause. They could 

only control the decrease, but not eradicate it. 

This was just an eggplant. Wasn't it a little too much to say that it could cure high cholesterol? 

The key point was that the eggplant was only 10 yuan per 500 grams. If one really had high cholesterol, 

they would have to go to the hospital for a check-up, get an IV drip, and get extra medicine. It was 

impossible not to pay thousands of Yuan. 
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Most importantly, you had to line up to go to the hospital. Sometimes, you might not even be able to 

get in line for the entire morning. For an elderly person, that was more serious than having high 

cholesterol. 

There were also white vegetables at the side. 

White vegetables: 

[ product introduction: this is a special type of vegetable, Youyou. It's a new product developed by 

Linlin's laboratory. ] 

[ medicinal effect: it can clear away heat and detoxify, and is very effective in treating gastritis and high 

blood pressure. ] 

The eggplant could treat high cholesterol, and the White vegetables could treat high blood pressure. 

With these two combination effects, would the two common threats to the elderly be gone? 

Wouldn't it be fine to just come to Linlin villa and eat some vegetables? Why did he still need a hospital? 

These two common diseases were one of the important ways for hospitals to make money. 

The woman also noticed this and said in surprise, " "Brother Gu, do these vegetables really have such an 

effect? Linlin villa is actually doing this for publicity?" 

Eternal muttered,"there should be, right?" After all, this is Linlin Manor." 

"Brother Gu, come and take a look at these okra." The woman pulled eternal to the platform that was 

selling okra. 

Linlin Manor's okra's effects had been discovered a long time ago. This time, the introduction openly 

stated that it had the effect of strengthening the Yang and nourishing the kidney. 

"Brother Gu, I think you need this!" The woman looked at eternal teasingly and said,"you were a little 

weak last night, Yingluo." 

Wuwu! eternal was speechless. He was just too tired, okay? After driving and playing for the whole day, 

she was exhausted. 

In the end, he walked over quietly, picked up the bag, and began to pack the okra. 

It was still okay to eat a little of this thing. After all, it had long been proven to be effective. 

"Brother Gu, take more." The woman said with a smile. 

"You asked for it," Wan Gu's face darkened as he picked up another bag and started packing. He had 

already eaten his fill of okra at Linlin Manor. 

Naturally, the introduction of the new vegetable dish in the sales center was also seen by more and 

more tourists. 

This made everyone a little dazed. This was the first time they had seen a place introduce vegetables like 

this. Did they treat vegetables as medicine? 



Chapter 857 Linlin Manor Has Broken The Law! 

When eternal bought a few bags of okra and left, the situation at Linlin Manor's sales center was also 

posted online. 

Linlin Manor was selling vegetables as medicinal herbs. 

When the effects of those vegetables were posted online, it really caused a sensation. 

In modern society, everyone had been suffering in the hospital for a long time. So, if the vegetables 

really had such effects, why would they go to the hospital when they had these diseases? 

Moreover, this gimmick was really big, so it also caused the phenomenon of these new vegetables being 

snapped up in the sales center. In a short time, they were all sold out. 

The people who bought the vegetables didn't have any diseases. They were just joining in the fun 

because the food was getting hot. 

It was obvious from the videos of sun-drying vegetables that appeared in succession on a certain tone. 

snapped up Linlin villa's new vegetable dish! 

"This is Linlin villa's eggplant, Oh Yingluo!" 

"I heard that this is a vegetable that can cure diseases!" 

Naturally, these videos were accompanied by the sales vouchers from the Linlin Manor's sales center, 

which was why the traffic pool determined that they were videos related to Linlin Manor, and thus 

gained popularity. 

In you City County. 

Sun Xian also saw the news on the hot search. He immediately looked for Chen Li and asked, " "Have 

you seen the latest hot news on Linlin villa?" 

Chen Li nodded. yes, I did. I didn't expect the Linlin Manor to have such a thing. 

indeed, " sun Xian said, " professor Li Kai is really amazing. He can really research anything in the field of 

crops. 

The two of them didn't doubt the publicity of the vegetable's medicinal effect. They knew better than 

anyone else how cautious boss Qin was. He wouldn't make such false publicity to attract attention. 

Moreover, Linlin villa did not need such a gimmick to attract attention. 

"Do you know if the new vegetables in Linlin Manor can be promoted?" sun Xian asked. 

Chen Li explained, " as soon as the news came out, I called boss Qin. He said that he has no plans to 

promote this new vegetable for the time being. Only Linlin Manor will supply it. 

When sun Xian heard this, he nodded and did not dare to ask. 

although he hoped that boss qin would promote these vegetables in you city, he didn't force it. the 

benefits from before were enough for you city to digest. 
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In particular, Linlin company had placed their factory in you city. 

therefore, if he insisted on other things, it would seem a little greedy and not give a good impression to 

others. it might even ruin their relationship. 

The new vegetable dish was so popular on the internet, so the tourists of Linlin villa naturally paid 

attention to it. 

However, when the people behind saw the news and went to the sales center, they found that the new 

vegetables had been sold out, so they could only hope to buy them early the next day. 

These people didn't have any diseases, and they were just here to join in the fun or to ride on the 

popularity. 

Of course, not all tourists were full of anticipation. There would always be some tourists who were 

looking for trouble. 

nuptial chamber. 

The girls were discussing the new vegetables. 

did you see that? this eggplant can cure high cholesterol! 

well, if these vegetables can really cure diseases, then the hospital's Western medicine business will be 

difficult to do. 

"Isn't it? Two years ago, I was also admitted to the hospital because of high cholesterol. I had to spend a 

few thousand Yuan on drips and medicine. The problem is that Western medicine can't cure the disease 

completely, so I often have to spend more than a thousand Yuan to lower my blood cholesterol." 

“……” 

These discussions made a man in his 50s and a young man in his 30s who came out of the bridal 

chamber unhappy. 

When the man heard this, he frowned. what a b * stard. Using vegetables to cure a disease? that's 

nonsense. I thought that this Linlin Manor was not bad. It seems that it's just to attract attention. It's 

willing to do anything. 

teacher, we can't turn a blind eye to this, " the young man said, frowning. we've been having a hard time 

recently. 

The two of them were unhappy because they were in the Western medicine industry. Moreover, they 

were in the Western medicine Research industry. 

The old man had a great reputation. He was Fu Xinming, a professor of Western medicine. 

Fu Xinming was very unhappy recently, and it was because of this that he brought his students to Linlin 

villa to play. 

As for why he was unhappy, it was because of the difficulties that the Western medicine of the 

medicinal wine had encountered. 



The drugs they were researching were related to high cholesterol, cardiovascular, and cerebral 

infarction. 

not to mention high cholesterol and cardiovascular diseases, they had already developed two types of 

this drug. cerebral infarction had always been the most important research project of the project team 

he was in charge of. 

It was also an important source of welfare subsidies for the research team. 

Moreover, this Research Fund was naturally applied to the government every year because drugs for 

cerebral infarction had always been in short supply. The Liu family had previously set their eyes on the 

only drug for cerebral infarction and even successfully monopolized it. 

originally, they could have taken the opportunity to apply for more funding for their research in this 

area. who knew that a chinese medicine formula that could treat cerebral infarction would suddenly 

appear? the government immediately cut off all research on cerebral infarction. 

Originally, the research team he led could live a very comfortable life by applying for funding for 

research on cerebral infarction. Now that the funding in this area was cut off, they could only rely on 

research on high cholesterol, cardiovascular, and other similar research. It was one or two levels worse 

than before. 

moreover, there was news from the higher-ups that they were going to support chinese medicine and 

chinese medicine research. the application funds for western medicine research would also be reduced. 

this was something that made western medical researchers like him very depressed. how could they 

live? 

after decades of development in western medicine, he had come back from studying abroad and 

witnessed the rise of western medicine with his own eyes. it had defeated those unofficial, baseless, and 

even scamming chinese medicine to become the orthodox. 

for decades, it was western medicine that had protected the country's disease safety. they had been 

contributing and providing all patients with benefits. 

Now, the higher-ups suddenly supported Chinese medicine. Who could accept this? 

And because of the support from the higher-ups, they didn't dare to do anything against Chinese 

medicine. 

But what the hell was this Linlin villa? 

It was just a scenic spot, yet he dared to say that his vegetables could cure diseases. What eggplant for 

high cholesterol? 

If eggplants could cure high cholesterol, then what was the Western medicine he had been studying for 

decades and the research on high cholesterol? What was the medicine that he had developed? 

Who couldn't endure it! 



It couldn't deal with Chinese medicine, but it couldn't punish a scenic spot that used gimmicks to attract 

attention. 

chuanjia, contact President Chu of the Association of Drug Abuse Control and tell him that I have 

reported Linlin villa with my real name. Also, find a lawyer to write a complaint against Linlin villa for 

false drug promotion and violation of the drug promotion law! Fu Xinming turned around and ordered 

his student Chen chuanjia. 

"Alright, teacher!" When Chen chuanjia heard his teacher's instructions, he immediately picked up his 

phone and contacted him. 

however, in order to punish linlin manor, or even to prosecute them, they needed evidence. 

the videos on the internet could only be used as part of the evidence. they still had to complete the 

collection of evidence at the scene. 

Therefore, the next day, Fu Xinming and Chen chuanjia got up early. 

They went to the sales center. 

Even before the sales center opened, there were already many tourists gathered outside. They all 

wanted to buy the new vegetable. 

"I heard that this new vegetable can really cure diseases!" 

indeed. I heard from my friend that your high cholesterol will be cured after eating this eggplant. 

yeah, it takes effect very quickly. It only takes a few minutes. It's much more effective than the best 

blood-restoring capsule for high cholesterol, " said Wang Yao. 

Obviously, these words were a little fake. After all, for a quality 1 item, no matter how strong the 

attribute effect was, it would not be effective in a few minutes. 

However, in order to prove that what they said was convincing, some people would always describe 

some things in a more exaggerated and shocking way. 

These discussions angered Fu Xinming, who was mixed in the crowd, causing his face to turn extremely 

gloomy. 

It was because he was the one who had developed the blood restoring capsule. 

These people actually dared to say that the vegetables of Linlin villa were stronger than the medicine he 

had developed. This was too much. They even said that the vegetables took effect in a few minutes. 

Why didn't they say that it was an immortal medicine? 

This made him even more determined to make the Linlin Manor pay the price. 

Soon, the door of the sales center opened, and the tourists who were waiting swarmed in, rushing to 

the sales area of the new vegetables. 

Fu Xinming and Chen chuanjia also followed them in. They also rushed to the new vegetable area, but 

they were not trying to buy it, but to collect evidence. 



Therefore, as soon as the two entered the door, they began to bid on the introduction board of the new 

vegetables and the people who were snapping up the vegetables. 

These were all evidence collected at the scene, enough to prove that Linlin Manor had violated the drug 

publicity law. Moreover, the price of these vegetables was much higher than other vegetables. 

A catty of eggplants was originally only 2 yuan, but now the so-called new vegetables were 20 yuan per 

catty. It was completely against the drug promotion law and was making a huge profit illegally. 

In order to get more solid evidence, Fu Xinming even asked Chen chuanjia to buy a few kinds of 

vegetables, and then went to borrow money to get the receipt from the Linlin Manor sales center. 

This was even better evidence. 

After Fu Xinming and Chen chuanjia finished with these things, they left the sales center and returned to 

the nuptial area with a sneer on their faces. They used their computer to send these things to the 

mailbox of the president of the Association of drug abuse prevention and treatment. 

President Chu of the Association was his good friend. After he sent the evidence, he made a call. The 

number was president Chu of the drug abuse prevention and control Association. 

When the call went through, Fu Xinming said,"President Chu, have you received the information I sent 

you? We can't just let this matter go, since it violated the rules of medical publicity." 

on the other side. 

In the Association for Drug Abuse Control, Chu Shanhe also said in a deep voice after receiving a call 

from Fu Xinming, " professor Fu, I saw it. It's probably confirmed that the vegetable was fake. After all, 

Linlin laboratory has professor Li Kai. 

fu xinming was very angry now. after all, someone said that the medicine he had been researching for 

more than ten years was not as good as an eggplant. 

Therefore, he didn't believe it at all and said, " President Chu, even if you think about it, you know that 

it's impossible. It's possible for professor Li Kai to cultivate an okra, but how could it be possible for 

other vegetables? moreover, there are so many of them. Besides, those are white radishes. Just thinking 

about it is a fantasy. Don't worry, I've already checked it on the spot. 

Chu Shanhe still believed the words of Fu Xinming, an authoritative medical professor. Moreover, the 

two were very good friends. When he heard this, he also said,"Professor Fu, don't worry. We'll definitely 

handle this matter seriously." 

After hanging up the phone, Chu Shanhe looked at the evidence that Fu Xinming had sent over. 

In fact, they had also noticed the promotion of Linlin villa. 

It was indeed against the law to promote vegetables as medicinal herbs. Now, with professor Fu 

Xinming's words, he was sure that this matter had to be dealt with. 

More importantly, their Association had not made any big moves for a long time. Previously, they had 

not done anything about the Liu family's brain matter drug, and their prestige had been questioned. 



Therefore, he had always wanted to take action, especially to set an example. This example could serve 

as a warning to others and also establish his prestige. 

Moreover, the Linlin villa was a good target, as it was well-known. 

Naturally, he knew the current status of Linlin villa and the power of the boss behind it. Many people did 

not want to offend such a company. 

However, it was different for them. Their Association only did things that offended people. The more 

people they offended, the better their reputation would be. 

Before this, Linlin's company had a very good reputation. His blow would reflect their authority. 

Chu Shanhe made a phone call and said, " "Send a correction document to Linlin villa." 

Chapter 858 391-Killing The Chicken To Serve The Marquis! 

The Association for the prevention and treatment of drug abuse was different from other associations. It 

was an academic social group under the jurisdiction of the health Committee. 

An academic social team. These words were very important. 

It was the kind that did not have much real power, but could stimulate public opinion. 

Moreover, most of the people in the academic associations were greedy for fame and reputation. 

This kind of person was a bit like the Imperial censors in ancient times. It was not that there were no 

good people, but most of the time, they liked to catch and bite those famous officials. Once they bit the 

officials off their horses, their reputation would soar, and they would rely on their fame to make a living. 

This was why Chu Shanhe wanted to bite Linlin Manor. 

Following Chu Shanhe's instructions, a reply came from the phone, " "Yes, President!" 

Chu Shanhe put down the phone and continued reading the news about Linlin Manor. 

He still trusted his friend, Fu Xinming. 

Now, they just had to wait for the Association's illegal rectification documents to be released and cause 

public opinion. Then, it would be time to gain reputation. 

Moreover, who said that Linlin villa's previous good reputation would not change? 

Wasn't that Big Boss Ma a special example? How much praise did the other party give him before? now, 

everyone was shouting to beat him up! 

As for the punishment of Linlin villa, they had no right to do so. They needed the higher-ups to do so. 

On the other side, Fu Xinming was contacting people again. 

Chu Shanhe was not the only good friend he had. He also had many well-known professors in the 

Western medicine industry. 
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Many of these people had been very unhappy recently. They were also affected by the higher-ups 

'support for Chinese medicine. They could apply for less research funding from the government. 

Therefore, they had been holding it in and wanted to find a place to vent their anger. 

Now that Linlin villa had attracted attention, he could join these people and Sue them for their illegal 

publicity in the form of a medical team. 

this two-pronged approach could teach linlin manor a lesson and vent their anger. 

Moreover, Fu Xinming quickly contacted a few good friends. 

These people had some doubts at first. After all, it was Linlin company. 

However, under Fu Xinming's repeated guarantees, it was still his intention. 

They also believed in their friend, Fu Xinming. 

In addition, this matter could indeed bring them a lot of fame. 

There were benefits to this. 

After all, they also scoffed at the propaganda that vegetables could be used for medicine. 

Western medicine had been living in this land for so many years, and they had also studied medical 

research for so long. It was not as if they had not done research on this kind of vegetable. 

If he could, he would have done it decades ago. Why would he need to wait for Linlin Manor to do it? 

Naturally, they did not know that the vegetables in Linlin villa were not researched, but produced by 

external modification. 

… 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin looked at Zhao moyin early in the morning. The signs of pregnancy were becoming more and 

more obvious on her stomach. 

In the past, she usually woke up very early and went to the villa to work regularly. 

However, after she got pregnant, she had become more sleepy and slept in more often in the morning. 

This was a normal phenomenon. 

It was caused by the change in the hormone level during pregnancy. It was mostly normal and did not 

affect the child, so there was no need to worry too much. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin also let Zhao Moyu sleep a little longer, then got up to wash up and go out. When 

they arrived at the hall, Wang Cai and little Xue surrounded them. 

Lin Fen was already making breakfast. 

In fact, she didn't need to do this at all. Qin Lin could do it himself. Even if he didn't want to do it, he 

could hire a nanny, or ten, or even a hundred. 



However, Lin Fen didn't agree. She was happy to do this. 

Although there were indeed some people in this world who were not worthy of being fathers or 

mothers, most of them were still devoted to their children. 

Lin Fen had been working hard her entire life. She couldn't rest and wasn't used to being served. 

if she was not allowed to cook and take care of the children in the future, she would feel uncomfortable. 

"Mom, I'll bring it!" Qin Lin walked into the kitchen with a smile and helped Lin Fen bring out a duck egg 

container. 

This is a quality 2 beauty egg. 

The size of the egg could not be finished by one person, so it could be made into an egg custard for a 

family to eat. 

After Zhao Mo had woken up and had breakfast together, Qin Lin sent her to the villa, then went to the 

floating bridge Scenic Area. 

The floating bridge Scenic Area was also much more complete than it was at the beginning. 

The Willow leaf duckweed produced by the system had the effect of purifying water. The water in the 

reservoir was very clear, and the fish swimming below could be seen through the water surface. 

Moreover, there were already several more high-quality beauty ducks on the lake, which were two 

quality beauty ducks, all the result of Qin Lin's Secret replacement. 

Now, those ducks that had been pretending to be innocent had also grown up. 

It was a spectacular sight to see these beautiful ducks gathered together. Moreover, a duck review 

Association had already issued them the certificate of the most beautiful duck. 

However, they didn't know what kind of Association this was, so they didn't care. 

However, the title of the most beautiful duck was recognized by everyone on the internet. 

In addition, the entire floating bridge had been modified, and there were many more unique features. 

Qin Lin was about to go back to the manor when he received a call from Zhao moyin. He immediately 

picked it up and heard Zhao moyin say, hubby, there's a situation. Someone is targeting our villa. 

After Qin Lin heard the news, he hung up the phone and went to Zhao Moyi's office. 

"What's wrong?" Qin Lin asked as soon as he saw Zhao moyin. 

Chapter 859 391-Killing The Chicken To Serve The Marquis! 

Zhao Moyu directly opened the official email of Linlin villa and opened an email for Qin Lin to see: "Look, 

someone has sent us a medical complaint letter." 

A medical joint lawsuit was a special kind of lawsuit in the medical world. It was a joint lawsuit between 

some well-known people for violating medical phenomena that had not been paid attention to. 
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this was a good thing in the beginning, as it was to add a way of supervision. even now, there were 

many times when it was a good thing and had a positive meaning. 

However, this kind of joint prosecution was also afraid that some athletes and adjudicators would easily 

form a group for personal gain. 

After all, once public opinion was raised, it was easier for the judges to gain the upper hand. 

Qin Lin looked at the complaint and was a little speechless."Is there something wrong with this guy 

called Fu Xinming? I'm selling my vegetables, what does that have to do with them? Moreover, what the 

hell was the other party suing him for? False publicity? He has the drug inspection report from the Food 

and Drug Administration, okay? it's normal publicity!" 

Obviously, he didn't know that he had offended Fu Xinming. Because of the cerebral infarction drug, the 

higher-ups supported Chinese medicine, which made the other party's life difficult. His eggplant was 

simply trying to make the other party fall into the abyss again. Some people even said that the eggplant 

was stronger than the drug developed by the other party, and it was heard by the other party in person. 

Who could tolerate this? 

people who were angry lacked rationality. 

ignore them, " Qin Lin snorted coldly. when the time comes, we'll just let senior brother Chu Sue them 

for false accusation. 

"Then I'll contact senior brother Chu immediately," Zhao moyin hurriedly said. 

"Don't worry." Qin Lin stopped him. if we Sue them for false accusation now, it won't hurt them at all 

because the matter doesn't involve many people. 

let's see what these guys are going to do next. Why don't we post this lawsuit on the internet and find 

an Internet Water Army to make the public opinion bigger? " 

we'll let senior Chu take action then. We can only teach these people a deeper lesson if the implications 

are too big. As long as the influence of public opinion is big enough, it's not a problem to let them go in 

for a while. 

This was obviously making a mountain out of a molehill. In the eyes of some goddesses, it might even be 

deemed unnecessary. 

However, sometimes, the more famous a person was, the bigger the matter would be, so it was 

necessary to kill a chicken to serve as a warning. 

Otherwise, if you didn't care about it once and took it without a need, others would think that you were 

weak and easy to bully. Who would think that they would do this to you when they needed it? 

Why was it so common to scam people in modern society? Wasn't it because the cost of fraud was low, 

and even if they were exposed, it wouldn't be a big deal? 

If there was a clause that stated that there would be no responsibility for directly crushing someone to 

death when they encountered a scammer one day, would anyone still dare to scam them? 



Of course, this was just for show. It was impossible to come up with such a clause. Otherwise, those who 

deliberately killed people would be accused of being scammers by people with ulterior motives and 

lawyers who didn't. 

Therefore, Qin Lin didn't want his villa to be scammed from time to time. 

In Linlin villa, in a nuptial room, Fu Xinming met his student, Chen chuanjia, again. 

To be honest, it had to be said that this medical research Professor was really magnanimous. He had 

sent a lawyer's letter to Linlin villa to jointly Sue them while he was on vacation in Linlin villa. 

"Teacher, Linlin villa should have received the lawyer's letter." Chen chuanjia said. 

Fu Xinming nodded, he thought for a while and said, that's not enough. I talked to professor Lin the 

entire night. Now that the higher-ups are supporting Chinese medicine, we're all suffering from the 

impact. 

we also talked about an internet celebrity professor named Wu Hua. She's actually not very capable. She 

only got her diploma after working for a few years in an ordinary school. 

but now, he's doing much better than us with his identity as an internet celebrity professor. So, I'm 

thinking, can we take this opportunity to try it out on the internet? " 

"After all, it's the age of the internet. Everyone relies on the internet! As long as the public opinion is 

raised, I will also be noticed. I have real talent, I might not be worse than Wu Hua, right?" 

People would lose their rationality in anger, and many times, people would be blinded by their thoughts, 

which would make themselves completely brainless. 

For example, an ordinary 50-year-old woman who could be seen everywhere fantasized about becoming 

an internet celebrity and earning tens of thousands of Yuan a month after watching a few videos. 

Therefore, she began to shoot videos and put all her experience into Douyin. 

She didn't understand why her old face, out-of-shape body, and no talent were so good. 

However, once a person fell into a world of self-fantasy, it was very terrifying. Sometimes, they would 

take their fantasy world seriously, and after a long time, the illness would get worse and worse. 

There had been news about this disease on the internet before. It was a man who had been asked if 

there were any girls sleeping next to him last night. His answer was yes, and a few girls had slept next to 

him (actually, a few girls had slept in the room next to him, so they were just colleagues.) 

He automatically omitted the word 'one room'. In his fantasy world, these girls would sleep next to him, 

and then in his circle of friends, these girls would say that he had slept with them, and then many people 

would think that he was awesome. 

And these girls didn't know that they had slept with him. 

The man at the back had a serious illness. He liked to video call his female friends on his friend's 

birthday. He would say that these female friends were his relationships and that he was the one who 

called them out. 



Friends were automatically ignored. Once exposed, he would say, " my relationship as a friend is also my 

relationship. 

in the end, this type of self-immersion delusional disorder became serious, and in the end, it evolved 

into a ridiculous level of thinking that his friend's wife was not his wife. in the end, he tried to do 

something bad to his friend's wife and was sent to the hospital. 

To put it simply, it was Qi deviation. 

This was a problem of the aunties 'knowledge and attempt to reap without sowing, but the higher-ups 

would not do the same? 

No! 

everyone wanted to be an internet celebrity and earn soft money. in this abnormal society, no one could 

escape this law. 

It was true that Fu Xinming was a professor, but the person he was comparing to was someone with a 

lower educational background and less knowledge than him. If the other party could be an internet 

celebrity, why couldn't he? 

Moreover, he was in an irrational state. 

He was also very confident. He even fantasized that once public opinion started, he would be noticed 

and he would soon have as many fans as professor Wu Hua. 

Fu Xinming was also immersed in his own fantasy. 

This kind of state was not something that knowledge, education, or ability could control. Only when he 

was slapped hard in the face and fell hard would he wake up. 

Of course, those who couldn't wake up would have gone mad and would end up like the man in the 

news. 

 It was a pity that the internet was very complicated. It wasn't something that could be understood just 

by having the knowledge and education. 

with fu xinming's current state, he naturally couldn't see through this. 

He was now a frustrated Doctor of Medical research. 

Therefore, the joint complaint was posted on the internet. Moreover, Linlin villa's vegetables were the 

hottest search topic. Once the complaint was out, it immediately went viral on the internet. 

This kind of sharp news was exactly what mouyin needed. 

Therefore, countless users of mouyin would be able to see this video after watching a few videos. 

This immediately caused a sensation. 

The effects of the Linlin Manor's vegetables had already caught everyone's attention. Who knew that in 

the blink of an eye, this Linlin Manor would be jointly sued by several well-known professors in the 

medical world. 



However, something even more surprising happened. There was a Drug Control Association. No one 

knew what the Association did, but they had posted a notice on the internet to rectify the false 

advertising of Linlin Manor. 

This time, the entire internet was in an uproar. 

This was the first time Linlin villa had encountered such a thing. Naturally, as the initiator of this 

incident, Fu Xinming, under his intentional actions, also became popular on the internet. 

Fu Xinming's attention was also at its peak, he also took the opportunity to register a certain number of 

his. 

More importantly, people were really going to pay attention to him soon. 

He was very satisfied with this. He Knew He Was Right, he would soon surpass the internet celebrity 

professor Hua Wu. 

Chapter 860 The Enemy Is On The Ground Before I Can Make A Move _1 

Online, the news of Linlin Manor being targeted was gaining more and more attention. 

Linlin villa is being targeted. If they can't prove themselves, it looks like they'll be in trouble. 

"Vegetables indeed can't be used for drug promotion, unless there's an inspection certificate from the 

Food and Drug Administration and approval documents from the Food and Drug Administration!" 

if Linlin Manor doesn't have the relevant inspection report and approval, we'll indeed be in big trouble. 

"This Fu Xinming and the Association for Drug Control and Prevention are really ruthless." 

“……” 

The news caught Minister Lu's attention. 

Seeing that the matter had blown up, he immediately called for his Secretary. "Check the situation of 

the new vegetable at Linlin villa and see if there are any inspection records and approval records." 

"alright!" The Secretary immediately nodded and left. 

Minister Lu didn't believe that a cautious person like boss Qin would do such a thing. 

Moreover, he believed that the new vegetable was effective. After all, it was something that professor Li 

Kai had developed. 

As expected, the Secretary returned and reported, " director, we have done a thorough investigation. 

The vegetables from Linlin villa have been tested by the drug Control department in Ming city. There is a 

test certificate and they have also been approved by the Ming City Food and Drug Administration. There 

are no problems. 

although minister lu had guessed it, he was still relieved to hear the news. he didn't want boss qin to be 

caught in such a low-level mistake. 

But obviously, boss Qin was not such a fool. 
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This made him look at the news about Linlin villa again, and he set his eyes on people like the 

Association of National Pharmaceutics and Fu Xinming. 

in particular, he had sent people to investigate fuxinming and the medical professors who jointly sued 

linlin villa. 

In the end, he was surprised to find that these people's research had been affected by their support for 

Chinese medicine. Because they had to give a part of the funding to Chinese medicine, the research 

funds that these people could apply for from the official government had been reduced. 

Especially this Fu Xinming, he was the most affected. His original research on drugs for cerebral 

infarction was completely cut off. 

"What?" Minister Lu frowned. 

He knew very well that the reason why the higher-ups supported Chinese medicine was largely related 

to boss Qin, especially the Chinese medicine formula for cerebral infarction, which was all thanks to boss 

Qin. 

Now that these people were targeting boss Qin, was it possible that they had heard some rumors and 

were deliberately targeting him? 

Of course, this was only Minister Lu's guess. However, whether he was wrong or not, he still had to be 

concerned about such things. 

Therefore, he immediately made another call and explained. 

Similarly, in you city, sun Xian and Chen Li had also seen the news on the internet. 

sun xian immediately called chen li over. he said with a gloomy expression,"Did you see the news on the 

internet?" 

Chen Li nodded and said, " I saw it, but these people are slandering me. Boss Qin's vegetables have been 

examined and approved in Ming city. It's normal publicity. Boss Qin just needs to show the examination 

and approval certificate and everything will be fine. 

"Who said it's nothing?" sun Xian coldly replied. This kind of public opinion and large-scale slander, the 

other side will definitely pay the price. This will not only affect Linlin Manor, but also our you city." 

Chen Li nodded. I understand. I'll make arrangements to deal with it. 

… 

Time passed. 

The public opinion on the internet was getting bigger and bigger. 

In the nuptial chamber at Linlin villa, Wan Gu was also browsing the news on the internet with the 

woman in his arms. When he saw that Lin villa was being targeted, he was filled with righteous 

indignation."Aren't these people just joking?" 

He firmly believed in Linlin Manor. 



After eating okra the entire day yesterday, he had been so brave that even he himself found it 

unbelievable. 

It was really much longer than usual. 

Moreover, that strength and the voice of the woman in his arms could even make him feel that 

something was different. 

If this okra was so effective, he believed that other vegetables would definitely be effective. 

He believed in Linlin Manor just because of Qiu kui. 

In Zhao moyin's office, Qin Lin also felt that it was time. He called Chu Feng and explained the situation 

to his senior brother. 

"Leave it to me," Chu Feng simply said to Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin was clearly trying to kill the chicken to warn the monkeys, and the other party was also asking 

for trouble. He didn't need to waste any effort on this matter. Qin Lin put down his phone and was 

about to ask someone to bring the test certificate from the Food and Drug Administration and the 

approval documents from the Food and Drug Administration. 

It was true that food could not be promoted with medicine, but it was not necessarily the case for 

vegetables, because some vegetables were medicinal herbs, and some medicinal herbs were also 

regarded as vegetables. 

For example, mint, Andromeda, dandelion, poralgrass, and so on. 

Moreover, this was a new product developed by professor Li Kai, not an ordinary vegetable. There was a 

drug inspection certificate and a Drug Administration approval document. 

If these things were taken out, whether it was the Association of Drug Control and Prevention or Fuxin 

Ming, they would be slapped in the face, and they could also teach the other party a lesson. 

But before Qin Lin could do anything, Zhao moyin suddenly said,"Qin Lin, look at the latest news on the 

internet." 

Qin Lin was puzzled. He leaned over to take a look, and his face showed surprise. 

This was actually an official announcement by the Ming City Food and Drug Administration: 

in view of the doubts on the internet about the vegetables in Linlin villa, we will release a drug test 

result on the vegetables in Linlin villa. If there are any doubts, any social testing organization can test the 

vegetables in Linlin villa on their own. 

This news caused an even bigger sensation on the internet. 

 


